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MALIBA CAMPUS, BARDOLI.



' Uka Tarsadia University (UTU) was established in the year 2011 by the well-known
philanthropic trust Bardoli Pradesh Kelavani Mandal with a social cause of imparting quality
higher education to the community in South Gujarat.
' The University is UGC-approved and NAAC-accredited and sprawls over I20 acres of
lush green surroundings near Bardoli. The Wi-Fi enabled campus now houses some of the top
ranking institutes and departments offering over 80 programs under various disciplines like
Engineering & Technology, Computer Science, Medical & Paramedical sciences, Pharmacy,
Science, Commerce & Management, Humanities, Architecture, Design & Planning and
Agricultural Science.

' The alumni of UTU are reaching new horizons as successful entrepreneurs, or
employees in well-known companies or pursuing higher education in various universities in
lndia and abroad.
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Awarded as Best Research institute by Govt. of Gujarat
Ranked 4th in Gujarat (GSIRF) and in the 'Top '100' among the pharmacy colleges in lndia
(NrRF)
22 glorious years of academic excellence
Headed by nationally recognised academician Professor Shailesh A. Shah
Learned and experienced faculty with significant research experience
Research-oriented higher education with emphasis on emerging domains
Academic autonomy in curriculum design, conduct of courses and evaluation
Collaborative research with industries, research institutes and foreign universities
Research grants of over 3 crore from reputed funding agencies DSI ICMR, GSBTM, SSIB
GUJC0SI etc.
Functional MoUswith leading hospitals and lndustriesfortraining and researbh
Remarkable publications, presentations and patent applications by faculties, scholars and
students
Placement opportunities with top brands in the industry
Consultancy and testing services providing in formulation development, drug efficacy &
toxicitytesting, analytical method development&validation and analyticaltesting.
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Over a span of 22years, Maliba Pharmacy College has emerged as one of the leading
and fastest growing pharmacy institute in the state of Gujarat, delivering quality professional
education.

Its continued endeavor to achieve excellence has earned it an enviable reputation in
academics and research in the state of Gujarat and the neighboring states. Strong alumnus and
industry-institute interaction has provided a platform for placements in organizations of

Pharmacists play an important role in the healthcare system by conducting
knowledge-based research, manufacturing, and distributing high-quality medications and
pharmaceuticals.

To cater to the increasing needs of the students of the region and the pharma industry,
in the year 2022, Uka Tarsadia University has established another premier institute, Dr.

Chunibhai Vallabhbhai Patel College of Pharmacy situated in the picturesque campus of the
university on Bardoli-Mahuva Road.

The institute offers B.Pharm. programme which is PCI-approved. lt is well equipped to
produce quality pharmacy professionals through modern pedagogy for student-centric
learning, state-of-the-art laboratories, focus on skill development and a positive learning
environment aligned with the industry and societal needs.
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Programme Duration Eligibility

B.Pharm. 4 years Passed Std. 'l 2th in Science stream with
A or B group or AB group and as per the
ACPC norms, Govt. of Gujarat

B.Pharm. (D2D) 3 years Passed Diploma in Pharmacy and as per
the ACPC norms, Govt. of Gujarat

Pharm. D. 6 years Passed Std. 'l 2th in Science stream with
A or B group or AB group and as per PCI norms

Pharm. D. (Post Baccalaureate) 3 years Passed B.Pharm. and as per PCI norms

M.Pharm.
> Pharmaceutics
> Pharmaceutical

Quality Assurance
> Pharmacology
> Pharmaceutical

Chemistry

2 years Passed B.Pharm. and as per the ACPC
norms, Govt. of Gujarat

Ph.D. Passed M.Pharm.



Free soft skill training
Vocational training workshops
Free ships and scholarships to the needy and meritorious students
Full or partial sponsorship for participation in external co-curricular events
Mentor system for one-to-one interaction
Expert talks and guest speakers for all-round growth

. Eco-friendly campus with excellent
infrastructure
Sophisticated instrumentation lab
DST-FIST funded state-of -the-art lab
Well-equipped drug synthesis and
formulation labs
Modern pre-clinical research lab
CCSEA - approved animal housefacility
Well-maintained medicinal plant garden

On campus Medical facility
Canteen and mess facility with hygienic
food
Sports zone for indoor and outdoor games

Provision/stationery store in campus
Gym with latest equipment forfitness
Yoga and meditation centrefor recreation

Art and theatre hall for creative and artistic
pursuits

24x7 Wi-Fi access to high speed internet
connectivity in the campus

PIease visit http://utu.ac. in/Admission Pharmacy. html

Dr. Bhavik Satani : 6353033899

Dr. Rutvi Vaidya : 98980893.l8
Mr. Samaresh Pal Roy : 9377077712

More than 2,10,000
books, journals,
magazines etc.

Total 03 hostels
(02 for boys and
0l for girls)
with capacity to
accommodate
I 300 students
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Gujarat State Private University
UGC Approved & NAAC Accredited

MALIBA CAMPUS
Gopal Vidyanagar, Bardoli-Mahuva Road,

Dist. Surat - 394 350, Gujarat, lndia"
Tel.: +9 1 63530 30096, +9.l 63530 33853

Visit us @ www.utu.ac.in

m@g@
utu.malibacampus

Special Amenities

Admission Procedure


